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CROSS-REFERENCE GUIDE - SC 5 PUMP/ACCESSORY
COMPONENTS - LISTEPBY REFERENCE NO.

REQUEST BY CAT. NO.

ACKEC

UNIT

ITEM
REF. NO.CAT. NO DESCRIPTIONPRICE

1

50111240-0314WASHER

2

50115210-0024SAFETY DISC

3

50116240-0324WASHER(DISC)

4

50120 58-6044HOSE WASHER
1-99100+

5

53603560-0021CRANKCASE ASSY

6

53604R240-0631GEAR

7

53605210-0221KEY

8

53607240-0291CROSSHEAD

9

53610 58-6071GASKET

10

53611215-0014BOLT

11

53614240-0331SHAFT

12

53615R240-0621PULLEY

13

53616R240-0641GEAR

14

53617210-0061BEARING

15

53618240-0341COLLAR

16

53619220-0011LUB FIniNG

17

53620215-0024SCREW

18

53621215-0034SETSCREW

19

53623215-3004LWASHER

20

53627560-0051PISTON ROD ASSY

21

53640210-0181BALL

22

53641240-0551CAM

23

53642210-0071SPRING

24

53644240-0351PLUG

25

53645220-0021ADAPTER

26

5364658-6091SC-4 PACKING

(OLD #

68704 USE 2)
27

53650215-0124SCREW

28

53671130-0011BELT

29

53674240-0361WRIST PIN

30

53675560-0041CONN RO ASSY

31

53681240-0281CROSSHEAD

GUIDE32

53740USE 537761HOSE ASSY.

33

53743220-0031TAILPIECE

34

53744220-0041COUPLING NUT

35

53755210-0241WRENCH-

PACKING NUT
36

53757100-5561CO, ADAPTER

37

53758100-5531CO, ADAPTER

38

53760USE 537761HOSE ASSY

39

53761560-0121TAILPIECE

STRAINER
UNIT

ITEM
REF. NOCAT. NOPACKEDDESCRIPTIONPRICE

40

53765100-5501BONNET A

MIL VALVE41

53768100-5541CO, ADAPTER

42

53776210-0101HOSE ASSY

LESS SWIVELS42A
53716A54-4101ALT TO ITEM 42

43
53778240-0471WRENCH

RETAINER44
53779100-5551CO,ADAPTER

45

53795100-5611CO, ADAPTER

46

53796240-0591HOSE COUPLE

NIPPLE47

55294215-2004LOCK NUT

48

55455220-0051TEE (3000)

49

57207215-0044SETSCREW

50

60458210-0114SPRING

51

61628215-3014WASHER

52

61839215-0054BOLT

53

62007215-3024LWASHER

54

62021215-2014NUT

55

62022215-0064BOLT

56

62023215-2024NUT

5;

62024215-0074BOLT

58

65603240-0261CRANKCASE

HOUSING59

65612300-0021BEL T GUARD

60

65615215-0084BOLT

61

65620300-0031PUMP BASE

62

65621300-0051BRACKET

63

65623240-0541SHIM

64

65661560-0091CRANKSHAFT

65

65662210-0122BEARING CONE

66

65663210-0132BEARING CUP

67

6566558-6011OIL SEAL

68

165666

58-6084SEAL

69

656702400531BOLT

70

65671240-0521NUT

71

65672210-0141UPPER SHELL

BEARING;2
65673210·0151LOWER SHELL

BEARING;3

6)6H215-0111COTTE R PIN

'4

65682210·0161PULLEY

;5

68685240-03 ;1PISTON ROD

;5
6868658·6054PACKING"
66686H58·6124PKGHAION

;R
6868;240-0381CHECK

UNIT
ITEM

REF. NOCAT. NO.PACKEDDESCRIPTIONPRICE
79

68688240-0391RETAINER

80

68690240-0401RETAINER

81

68691210-019ISPRING

82

68692240-0411CHECK BODY

83

6869358-6064GASKET

84

68701240-0421PISTON

85

68702560-0061PUMP HEAD

86

68703240-0481SC-4 PACKING

NUT87

68704USE 536461

88

68711220-0061OIL CUP

89

68714USE 990881PUMP SUB ASSY

90

68715240-0431PACKING NUT

91

68717240-0444PACKING

92

68718240-0301HEAD

93

68721560-0071BODY ASSY

94

68722210-0201BALL

95

72185560-0081FLIP VALVE

96

7218958-6024O·RING

97

72190240-0451PLUG

98

72193560-0131LEVER

99

72194240-0461CHECKASSY

100

79633100-5571ADAPTER AP7

101

80901215-3034LWASHER

102

82873215-0094PIN

103

84834100-5601ADAPTER AP8

(WAS 682251104

88980240-0491PLUG

105

9247358·6034LOW TEMP

a-RING106

92488100-5581ADAPTER API 0

107

94931215-2034LWASHER

108

94964215-0104NUTS

109

95275540-0101TIL TRACK

110

95289560-0181
SWIVEL (3~E~91

111

95296560-0141MANIFOLD ASSV

112

95297220-0071ADAPTER

113

95298560-0161HOSE ASSY

W SWIVELS114

95387100-5591ADAPTER HV

lIS

96935215·0134BOLT

116

99084210·0171LOW TEMP

LUBRICANT 1401111/

99088560003IPUMP ASSY

118

310325220·0081NIPPLE

- ENGINEERED SERVICE EQUIPMENT - by

HYDRO-TEST PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. BOX 286, STOW, MA 01775-0286.85 HUDSON RD., STOW, MA. 01775-1207

TEL. 508-897-4647/4777. ORDER ENTRY/SALES 800-225-9488
FAX 508-897-1942

HYDRO·TEST PRODUCTS, INC .• STOW, MA 01775



16. Piston Packing Wrench No. 53778 (1)

••••

PIN
50120
53743
53744
72185
72185
53645
55455
95297

9. Hose washer
10. Tailpiece
11. Union nut
12A. Thru valve
12B. Vent valve
13. Adapter
14. Tee
15. Adapter

8. Manifold Ass'y No. 95296 (1)

._.'_'.~~J
17. Piston Packing No. 68686 (4)

18. Piston Check No. 68687 (1)

,..".;"'dL'IIF;r"="""'~ " ,,'\•••.••'·y(\''',+~~'*'t•.••••h.

NOTE: The transfer unit includes items shown in ( ). (0) indicates an
optional extra, to be ordered separately.

1. Model SC-5 transfer pump
No. 53600 (115VAC 1PH 60HZ) (1)

1.L-

2. 50 lb. C02 Cylinder tilt rack
No. 95275 (0) (Shipped knocked down)

2. 3.

19. Piston Rod Packing No. 68717 (4)

•. . " ... ~.I. t' I f i1~ " '''''/

20 ..Safety Disc No. 50115 (4)

eeee
3. Hose assembly

With swivels No. 95298 (2)
Without swivels No. 53776 (0)

4. Swivel (tailpiece & strainer ass'y)
No. 95289 (0)

8.

12A

5. Tailpiece/strainer
6. Nut
7. Hose washer

,)

9--0

PIN
53761
53744
50120

12B

21. Safety Disc Washer No. 50116 (4)

00 {))OJ
22. Hose Washer No. 50120 (10)

00000
00000

23. Piston Rod
Lubricant

No. 99084 (1)

24. Typical Filling Adapters (0) See 2-1.I·~a0~i~,' * "1

•
Figure 1-1. Charging Unit and Accessories



Section 1 Introduction and Description

1-1. INTRODUCTION. This manual

provides operating and service instructions for the Norris
Industries Fire and Safety Equipment Division Model SC-5
Transfer, or Recharging Unit. All Model SC-5 units are
basically the same except for variations in motor and
starter arrangements. The motor mounting holes in the
base are arranged .to suit the frame of the motor, which
differs by size and type.

There may also be differences in the hose connections.
Until mid-1975 the inlet and outlet hose were connected

rigidly to the pump, except for military models on which
swivel connections were used. The current design uses
swivel connections on all models.

Earlier models can be up-dated easily by changing the
adapters (16 and 21, Fig. 5-4) on the pump assembly to
PIN 95297 and attaching the tailpiece subassembly PIN
95289 (4; Fig. 1-1) to the connecting ends of the two hoses.

The outlet hose on commercial models used to terminate in

a single flip valve and swivel connection to which various
charging adapters could be attached. Current models have
a manifold with dual flip valves, for convenient exhausting
of vapor to prime the pump with liquid. The second
valve eliminates the need to loosen a connection

to bleed off vapor.

Earlier models can be modified easily to fit the new
manifold by adding the taHpiece subassembly (PIN 95289)
to the outlet of the discharge hose so that it will fit the
adapter in the manifold (8, Fig. 1-1).

Various figures show how the parts go together. Norris part
numbers are shown only for items where such parts are
sold as replacements. Electric motor service is provided by
the motor manufacturer's servicing distributors.

1-2. PURPOSE. This unit is designed to
charge fire extinguisher, carbonic, medical, and other
cylinders with carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, Halon 1211,
and Halon 1301. It pumps liquid from a large supply
cylinder, or bulk storage tank, into smaller cylinders. It is
not a compressor.

1-3. DESCRIPTION. The complete unit
consists of a motor-driven transfer pump, an optional rack
for a 50 lb. supply cylinder if carbon dioxide is involved, and
the necessary hose assemblies and valves to connect the
pump to the supply and the receiver. Optional adapters are
available to fit carbon dioxide fire extinguisher valves
manufactured by Norris Industries Fire & Safety
Equipment Division. '

Note: Liquid must be supplied to the pump. If the supply
cylinder valve connects into the vapor space of the
cylinder, the cylinder must be turned bottom up. The
tilt rack serves this purpose. If the supply cylinder
has a siphon tube it will discharge.liquid so a tilt rack
is not required. Such cylinders must be tied securely
to a wall or post.

The power supply is fed to the 1horsepower electric motor
through the starter switch, which includes a thermal unit to
protect the motor windings against electrical overloads. A
V-belt from the motor out-put pulley drives a larger idler
pulley, which carries a pinion gear meshed with the pump
drive gear. Both pulley and pinion are carried on ball
bearings. A sliding motor mount permits adjustment of belt
tension.

The pump crankshaft (34,figure 5-3) is supported by two
tapered roller bearings, cone (32), and cup (33). A positive
oil seal (31) is installed on the crankcase cover (28). The
connecting rod (27) has a shim-adjusted bearing. A
hardened wrist-pin (20) joins the connecting rod (27) to the
crosshead (21). The crosshead, wrist-pin, and upper
connecting rod bearing are provided with oil grooves for
lubrication by a "splash" system; a dipper is provided on
the connecting rod cap (25) to scoop up oil at each
revolution and lubricate the crankshaft journal and
connecting rod bearing (36-37).

The cross head (21), reciprocating in its guide (13), is
connected to the pump piston (26, figure 5-4) by a hollow
piston rod (27) which slides through a packing (20) at the
base of the pump body (29). The piston has a
cup-shaped leather packing (25) and operates without oil
lubrication.

The pump body (29) has an inlet adapter (21) which is open
to the agent supply when the piston (26) is at the bottom of
its stroke. The inlet port is sealed off and the piston check
closes as the piston rises, trapping liquid above the piston
(26). The rising piston drives the liquid out through a check
valve ball (7) in the pump head (17) into the outlet adapter
(16). An adjustable relief valve (8) thru (12) will open if the
pre-set limit of 1000 psi pumping pressure differential is
exceeded. When open, this relief valve connects the
pumping chamber back to the inlet port through a passage
drilled through the pump body. An additional safety feature
is a frangible safety disc (14) in the pump head which is
designed to rupture if pumping pressure exceeds 2650 to
3000 psi.

The hose assemblies, valves, and adapters shown on
figure 1-1 are discussed and described in Section IV.

SECTIO N 2
SPECIAL SERVICE EQUIPMENT
2-1. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT. This consists of

the rack assembly and filling adapters, which are optional
extras and are shown in figu re 1-1 . Use is described in
Section IV, Operation Instructions.

Filling adapters are required to connect the swivel outlet of
the manifold assembly (8- figure 1-1) to the cylinders being
charged. As the valves on the receiving cylinders have
various threads, an adapter must be selected to match.
Following is list of Norris adapters that connect directly to
Norris valves or which can be reduced to smaller pipe
threads with brass or steel bushings.

\..,b/ '
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15.23 No.

Legend

PIN

PIN
1. Guard

15. Lockwasher80901
2. Screw

16. Bolt65615
3. Belt

5367117. Lockwasher 94931
4. Pump Assembly

9908818. Bracket
5. Bolt

6183919. Switch
6. Lockwasher

5362320. Locknut 55294
7. Crosshead Guide and

21. Locknut55294

~
Crank Assembly22. Cord

8. Nut
6202323. Plug

9. Bolt
6202224. Nipple 310325

10. Lockwasher
6200725. Base

11. Pulley
65682

12. Key

I .

13. Motor

14. Bolt
96935

Figure 1 - 2 Recharging Assembly



Figure 4-1. Charging Unit Set Up for Operation, using cylinder supply without siphon tube.
6

11

3

2

3-3. PREPARATION FOR USE.
New transfer pumps are shipped with the
crankcase (7, figure 1-2) drained of oil. Pull out the oil
dipstick (19, figure 5-3). If oil level is below upper groove on
dipstick, add top quality engine lubricating oil, grade S.A.E.
30, to bring oil level to upper dipstick groove.
Apply two "shots" of light cup grease with a "lube" gun to
the idler shaft fitting (5, figure 5-3). Fill oil cup (28, figure
5-4) with low temperature lubricant (23, figure 1-1).

Move motor starter switch (12, figure 4-1) to "off" position,
then connect power supply. Move starter switch to "on"
position and observe operation for three minutes; be alert
for abnormal noise, vibration or other indications of
improper operation. Then stop recharging unit by moving
the switch to "off" position and check for oil leaks,
overheating of any parts, or other indications of abnormal
operation.
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TANK

RACK

WATER
LEVEL

BELL JAR
OR BREAKER

CARBON DIOXIDE
CYLINDER

SUGGESTED ARRANGEMENT
WATER TEST KIT

Figure 4-2. Water Test

ValveAdapterOutletPipe
Type

No.ThreadBushing
B V2, AP-9

537571f2' ' -14 NPTNone
B-2, PSA, VAV,SG-5

""
1f2" to Va"

PSH

""
1f2" to 114"

PSH-1, VAVH, SG-15

""
1f2" to 3/8"

AP-7, AP-7A, AP-7H
796331'5/16"-12 N-3None

AP-10
92488%"-16-UNF-3None

HV
953879/16" -18-UNF-3None

A beam platform scale of approximately 250 pounds
capacity, graduated in V4 lb. increments, is needed. This
must be ordered from a scale manufacturer.

3-2. SETTING UP. The pump (1-figure 1-1) itself
requires 16 x 26 inches of floor space. Additional space
must be provided if cylinder supply is used for the rack (5),
and for a scale to hold cylinders being recharged. Access
to supply cylinder, pump, receiving cylinder, scale, and to
all sides of the pump must be provided. The time required
to recharge is shorter as the temperaure goes down;
therefore, set up in cool spot.

The unit normally comes with 10ft. (25 ft. for military) of
electric cord and a grounded plug for connecting to a
service outlet. The motor draws approximately 13 amperes
at 115 volts so the supply line must have at least this
capacity available.

When the location is set, bolt the base of unit to the floor.

SECTION 3 PREPARATION FOR USE
STORAGE, OR SHIPMENT
3-1. UNPACKING. Unpack the unit with
care and visually check for damage that may have
occurred in transport, and that accessories are as ordered.



3-4. PREPARATION FOR STORAGE.
Short term storage requires no
unusual preparation. Disconnect hose. Cover to keep
clean and store in a cool dry place. For storage for a year or
longer, drain crankcase oil and attach tag or label to starter
switch cautioning about adding oil before putting back in
service. Cover to keep clean and store in a cool dry place.

3-5. PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT.
Drain oil from crankcase.
Disconnect hose and pack with other parts. Crate unit and
parts in sturdy wood box, bolting the base to the floor of the
crate. Mark crate "THIS SIDE UP".

SECTION 4
OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
4-1. CONNECTIONS FOR FILLING.
(See figure 4-1). The unit will pump only
liquid; it is not a compressor. A standard fully-chaiged
50-pound carbon dioxide supply cylinder contains
approximately 38 pounds of liquid and 12 pounds of
gaseous carbon dioxide at + 21.1 DC(+ 70°F). At lower
temperatures, the weight of liquid increases, therefore the
supply cylinders and cylinders to be recharged should be
kept in the coo'lest available location.

Bring in fully-charged supply cylinder and check for
presence of siphon tube. If cylinder has siphon tube
installed, stand supply cylinder vertically in rack (1) and
clamp in place with chain. If no tube is installed, the supply
cylinder must be inverted. To do this, clamp in place with
chain, then tilt the cylinder backwards until it rests against
the stand in an inverted position. Connect hose assembly
(4) to pump inlet (5), then to supply cylinder valve (3) but
do not open valve at this time. If using bulk storge,
connect hose assembly to liquid outlet on tank. Connect
hose assembly (7) to pump outlet (6).

Nitrous oxide (N20) has properties very similar to carbon
dioxide (C02) so the procedures are identical.

Halon 1211 (CBrC1F2) and one ton 1301 (CBrF3) supply
cylinders are normally fitted with two valves, one
connected into the liquid, the other into the vapor space of
the cylinder. Small Halon 1301 cylinders usually have one
valve. In all instances the cylinder must be in a position to
provide liquid only. Small Halon 1301 cylinders must be
inverted.

Note: Check hose assembly connections and gaskets for
cleanliness at each makeup.

4-2. CHARGING. The charge in the
receiving cylinder is measured by weight; the weight when
full should be found stamped on the cylinder valve or
cylinder dome. Place the empty extinguisher (10) on scale
(11) in horizontal position. Using the proper adapter, attach
manifold (8) to cylinder valve (9) of extinguisher
after first making sure that the extinguisher valve outlet is
fitted with an anti-recoil device. Then connect free end of

hose assembly (7) to manifold thru valve (8-12A. figure
1-1). Close both manifold valves.

HIGH PRESSURES ARE BEING HANDLED;
CAREFULLY CHECK ALL CONNECTIONS TO HANDLE
PRESSURES UP TO 2000 PSI SAFELY AND WITHOUT
LEAKAGE. USE 12-INCH WRENCH TO TIGHTEN
CONNECTIONS WITH A SLOW, STEADY PULL. DO
NOT JERK OR HAMMER ON WRENCH.

Open the valve at the supply cylinder (3) or storage tank,
then open the manifold vent valve (8-12B, figure 1-1) to
exhaust vapor in the lines and pump.

Once liquid comes through, close the vent valve. Weigh
empty extinguisher and record weight. Add the weight of
the charge and reset the balance weight of the scale to the
total weight. Now, open thru valve and extinguisher valve.
This will permit flow of liquid from supply cylinder (2) to
extinguisher (10) under pressure of the gaseous carbon
dioxide in the supply cylinder. During this "pressure
equalizing transfer", note the weight increase. When this
"running check" indicates no further weight increase,
move starter switch (12) to "on" position. When scale
indicates full charge is reached, quickly move switch (12)
to "off" to stop pumping, then immediately shut thru valve
of manifold assembly. Next, close extinguisher valve
securely. SLOWLY open manifold assembly vent valve to
allow escape of trapped liquid and gas. Remove filling
adapter or bonnet. Weigh charged extinguisher carefully
and compare to weight stamped on valve or dome.
(Extinguisher nameplates indicate whether or not hose
and nozzle weights are included). If for some reason the
stamped weight does not agree with the properly charged
weight, THE CYLINDER MUST BE EMPTIED BEFORE
RESTAMPING. DO NOT HAMMER ON CHARGED
CYLINDER OR VALVE.

CAUTION:
Thru valve of manifold assembly and valve in cylinder
being recharged must always be open while transfer unit is
pumping. Be sure transfer unit is stopped before closing
valve in hose or at cylinder. Delay in closing extinguisher
valve may result in some loss of charge.

4-3. WATER TEST. Immerse extinguisher
in warm water (up to 120F) and cover valve
with a transparent glass or plastic jar, inverted and
completely filled with water as shown in figure 4-2. A leak
will be revealed by bubbles of carbon dioxide displacing
water in the jar, in which case the cylinder must be emptied
and valve or valve thread leaks corrected.

CAUTION:
A leak through the cylinder wall could be very dangerous.
Reduce the water level to expose the valve, attach the horn
and slowly empty the cylinder while it remains in the water
bath. Scrap the cylinder.

4-4. SHUT-DOWN. When recharging operations
are shut down or when supply cylinders are to
be changed, close extinguisher, and supply cylinder or
storage tank valves firmly, and open manifold assembly
valve exhausting to atmosphere slowly to allow escape of
liquid and gas in pump and hoses.
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CAUTION
Keep limbs and body clear of escaping gas to avoid
possible freezing if high pressure liquid is released
suddenly and directed across flesh.

4-5.WARNING.
This recharging unit is for
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, Halons 1211 and 1301. Do
not use for any other liquid, or any gas.

SECTIO N 5
INSPECTION, LUBRICATION AND MAINTENANCE
5-1. PERIODIC INSPECTION.

INSPECTION POINT
FIG. NO.PERIODCHECK FOR

Hose Assemblies (3),

1-1Each use!Dirt or damage to hose,
valve (12A, 12B)

worn gaskets and seals

Power Cord (22)

1-23 monthsDamage or breaks

Drive Belt (3)

1-23 monthsTension, wear, aging
(remove guard)

Gear Teeth (10 & 16)

5-33 monthsWear, damage, lubrication

Mounting Hardware

1-23 monthsTightness
(2,5,8,9&14)

Piston Rod Packing

5-41 monthLeakage
(20) and O-Ring (19a)

Figure 5-1. Periodic Inspection

5-2. LUBRICATION

LUBE POINT
FIG. NO.PERIODLUBRICANT

Crankcase Oil Level (19)

5-3MonthlySAE 30 OIL

Pump Crankcase (35)

5-312 monthsDrain oil & refill (shorten
period of operation industy area)

Idler Shaft Fitting (5)

5-36 months2 shots cup grease

Gear Teeth (10 & 16)

5-36 monthsThin coating cup grease

Piston Rod Oil Cup (28)

5-4WeeklyLow temperature lubricant

Figure 5-2. Lubrication

5-3. DRIVE BELT. To adjust or replace the
belt (3, figure 1-2), unscrew the lubricating fitting (5, figure
5-3), then take out the screws (2, figure 1-2) to lift off the
gear guard (1, figure 1-2). Loosen bolts (14). Loosen motor
adjusting bolts (16) until sufficient slack is obtained to work
drive belt (3) off pulleys. Install new belt on pulleys, then
tighten motor adjusting bolts (16) until belt deflects V2 to 3f4

inch under direct thumb push. Tighten bolts (14) though the
base. Reinstall belt guard (1) and "lube" fitting (5, figure 5-3).

5-4. Motor. Refer directly to the motor
manufacturer for parts or service. To replace, remove drive
belt as described in paragraph 5-3 and completely remove
hardware attaching motor (13, figure 1-2) to base.
Disconnect wiring on motor side of switch; tag
connections. Remove hardware (20 thru 28) attaching
starter switch to motor. Install starter switch on

replacement motor, install motor to base with hardware
(14, 15 and 18). Complete drive belt installation as
previously described in paragraph 5-3.

5-5. MOTOR THERMAL UNITS.
The thermal unit in the starter switch (19)
protects the motor windings against an overloading current
drain. If a thermal unit opens during operation, check pump
and belt drive system for possible mechanical binding. If
none is found, it is probable that the motor requires
replacement.

5-6. PUMP HEAD. If unit runs freely but
does not completely charge the receiving cylinder, first
make sure that liquid is entering the pump and that the """
hose strainers, (4-5, figure 1-1) are not clogged. Shut off
supply cylinder or tank valve and relieve pressure in pump
before loosening any connections or removing any parts.
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16 17 28
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4 3

1. Bolt 5361113. Guide 5368125. Cap
2. Lockwasher

9493114. Gasket 5361026. Shim
3. Screw

5362115. Screw 5720727. Rod 53675
4. Nut

6202116. Gear 53604 R28. Cover

5. Fitting

5361917. Key 5360529. Bolt
6. Screw

572078. Plug 30. Washer
7. Collar

5361819. Dipstick 31. Seal
8. Shaft

5361420. Pin 5367432. Cone 65662

9. Bearing

5361721. Crosshead5360733. Cup 65663
10. Gear

53616R22. Pin 34. Crankshaft
11. Screw

5362023. Nut 35. Crankcase

12. Pulley

53615R24. Bolt 36.-37. Bearing Shell65672
65673

Figure 5 - 3 Crank Assembly



*For swivel hose connections;
otherwise use No. 53645.
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32 I
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Figure 5-4. Pump Assembly - 99088

Legend
1. Bolt
2. Lockwasher

3. Plug
4. Washer
5.Cam

6. Spring
7. Ball

8. Body
9. Washer

10. Retainer

11. Spring
12. Ball

13. Plug
14. Disc
15. Washer

16. Adapter*
17. Head )
18. Gasket

19. Nut Ass'y
19A. O-Ring
20. Packing
21. Adapter*
22. Nut
23. Retainer
24. Check

25. Packing
26. Piston
27. Rod

28. Cup
29. Body
30. Piston Rod Ass'y

(22-27)
31. Head Ass'y

(3-1 7)

32. Body Ass'y
(28-29)

PIN
62024
94931
53644
50111
53641
53642
53640
68692
61628
68690
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50115
50116
95297
68718
68693
68715
92473
68717
95297
94964
68688
68687
68686
68701
68685
68711

53627

68702

68721



If the unit still does not pump to capacity, unscrew outlet
valve plug (3, figure 5-4) to lift out washer (4), cam (5),
spring (6) and ball (7). Check parts for presence of foreign
mateial and dirt, which could prevent the valve from
opening and closing easily Also inspect the ball for nicks,
which require ball replacement.

Inspect the ball seat in the head (17). This is a pressed-in
insert. If this insert has been dislodged, the pump head
needs to be replaced. If the seat surface is nicked,
sometimes replacing the ball and striking it a sharp tap with
a small hammer will'''coin'' the seat to a proper seal. If not,
the head needs to be replaced.

Pumping capacity can also suffer if the by-pass valve in the
head leaks or is obstructed. Remove plug (8) to lift out
washer (9), spring (11), retainer (10), and ball (12). Clean
or replace as necessary. Inspect the ball seat in the head
(17).lf dirty, clean. If dented, insert the ball (12) and "coin"
with a hammer tap. Otherwise the head needs
replacement.

The safety disc (14) in the pump head will blow if pump
pressure reaches 2650 to 3000 psi. It is replaced by
unscrewing the anti-recoil plug. Always sandwich the disc
between the plug and the washer (15). NEVER USE
MORE THAN ONE DISC, OR ANY OTHER PART JUST
BECAUSE IT FITS. The disc must be the one supplied by
the pump manufacturer. If maintenance of the pump head
does not cure pumping inefficiency, refer to Section 5-7 for
service of packings.

5-7. PISTON PACKINGS. Careful

maintenance of the piston rod assembly is the key to
efficient and reliable performance. The piston packing (25,
figure 5-4) must be soft, flexible, free of dirt, rust, or other
abrasive material that will score the pump body (29). A
scored pump body must be replaced. The packing must
also be sandwiched tightly between the piston (26) and the
retainer (23) . The retainer (23), with check (24) inserted,
must be screwed down on the piston rod (27) with the
wrench (16, figure 1-1) until it bottoms on the inside
shoulder, and the piston (26) must be tightened enough to
firmly compress the packing (25) against the retainer (23)
using a 5/32" drill rod as a wrench. THE CHECK (24)MUST
FLOAT FREELY IN THE RETAINER (23); IF IT BINDS IN
ANY POSITION OR IS BLOCKED WITH FOREIGN

MATERIAL THE PUMP WILL NOT TRANSFER. It helps to
stake the piston (26) to the piston rod (27) with a
centerpunch at two points on the piston rod thread to
prevent loosening. A LOOSE PISTON CAN PREVENT
TRANSFER.

To seNice the piston assembly, remove pump head bolts
(1, figure 5-4) and liftoff head (17) and gasket (18). Loosen
nut (22) and remove bolts (5, figure 1-2) attaching pump
body (29, figure 5-4) to crosshead guide (13, figure 5-3).
Raise body to unscrew piston rod from cross head (21).
Unscrew nut (22, figure 5-4) and packing nut (19) to

'-" remove piston rod packing (20). Be careful to avoid cutting
O-ring (19a) on body threads. Withdraw piston assembly
from pump body.

The piston rod (27) has a polished plated finish that must

never be gripped with a toothed wrench as a rough surface
will quickly chew up the piston rod packing (20) and cause
leaks. If the piston rod is to be held in a vise to make up the
piston assembly, use lead or copper pads on the jaws, or
cloth pads. A 3/16" diameter drill rod through the holes in the
piston rod seNes as a vise. Use wrench (16, figure 1-1) to
unscrew retainer (23, figure 5-4). Remove check (24) and
packing (25).

Reassemble in reverse order. PISTON CHECK (24)
MUST MOVE FREELY IN RETAINER (23).

After the piston assembly is back in the body, wrap the
threads of the piston rod with paper and slide new piston
rod packing (20) over the paper into the body recess.

Remove the paper and thread in the packing nut\(19) until itseats firmly. Further tightening seNes no purpose as the
packing (20) is not compressible.

Thread lock nut (22) up on the piston rod (27) as far as
possible, then bolt body (29) to crosshead guide (13, figure
5-3). Screw piston rod (27, figure 4) into crosshead (21,
figure 5-3) until top of retainer (23, figure 5-4) is just slightly
below the top of the body, with gasket removed, using a
straight edge across the opening as a guide, and rocking
the crank by moving the large pulley through top dead
center to check position. If the retainer is too low, pumping
capacity will decrease. IF IT IS TOO HIGH, THE CHECK
AND RETAINER WILL STRIKE THE PUMP HEAD AND
PARTS WILL BE BENT OR SMASHED.

When 'adjusted, tighten lock nut (22). Install new gasket
(18) on body (29), MAKING SURE THAT ALL HOLES
LINE UP. Install pump head assembly, also with holes
lined up, and bolt securely.

5-8. FLIP VALVE. (See figure 5-5). If flip
valve permits leakage of carbon dioxide, replace check
assembly (6) by removing plug (3) and spring (4). If check
assembly does not slide from the valve body (7), ·remove
pin (2) and release lever (1) and push the chesk assembly
(6) out of the valve body (7). Early models used a screw
instead of a pin (2).

Legend
1. Lever
2. Pin

3. Plug
4. Spring
5. a-Ring
6. Check Assembly
7. Body .

5-9. CRANK ASSEMBLY. (Figure 5-3).
Bearings, gears, pulleys, crosshead, crosshead
guide, and wrist pin are standard replacement items. The
case, crankshaft, connecting rod and oil seal last indefinitely
with proper maintenance. If these require replacement, it is



likely that other major parts also require replacement, to
the extent that the labor and material will run close to a new

unit. Accordingly, these parts are not available.

SECTIO N 6
TROUBLE SHOOTING
6-1. TROUBLE SHOOTING

5-10. EARLIER MODELS. These

can be converted to approximate Model SC-5 by replacing
the entire pump assembly.

TROUBLE
PROBABLE CAUSEREMEDY

Failure to fill extin-

Defective check orPull pump head to clean
guisher full.

relief valves.and inspect, Para. 5-6.

Packings worn or

Replace, Para. 5-7.
damaged check.

Piston rod runs warm

Piston rod packingAdd low temperature lubri-
or hot.

dry.cant to oil cup, Para. 5-2.

Clogged strainer.

Clean.

Leak at piston rod

Piston rod packingReplace Packing and
worn.

O-Ring, Para. 5-7.
O-ring worn.

Slow pumping, pulleys

Belt slipping.Adjust belt tension.
hot.

Check for mechanical

binding in pump ormotor.

Sudden stoppage.

Power loss.Check motor, power line.
If motor frame is hot,thermal unit in starterswitch may need replacement

Hot pump.

No liquid supply.Check supply, ParaA-1.
Check for cloggedstrainer in inlet hose,Para. 5-1 .

Figure 6-1.
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